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EDITOR’S
NOTE
Assalamualaikum wbt,
INCEIF has always aspired to be the reference point and knowledge leader in Islamic
finance regionally and globally. With continuous improvement of the quality of our
academic programmes, coupled with active and aggressive research efforts, we
would be there.
The theme of our first issue of IF HUB for the year 2019 is “ISLAMIC DIGITAL
ECONOMY”. We are honoured to have Assoc. Prof. Dr Eskandar Shah to share his
views on-Islamic Finance in the Age of Digital Transformation in ‘In Person’ column.
We also have our dedicated faculty member, Dr Kinan Salim, writing on Big Data
Analytics and Islamic Banking. In line with our organisational vision of championing
fintech, especially its applications in Islamic Finance, we have an article written by
our fellow Brother Imran Firdauz aptly titled “Potential Pitfalls and Minefields when
establishing Halal Fintech Operation.
Students experience and aspiration is something we are proud
of and in Aspiration column, we are pleased to have our students
to write on their experience throughout their involvement in
Student Exchange Programme. Their article titled “Istanbul: An
Educational , Historical and Cultural Journey”, described their
journey well in exploring Islamic finance in Turkey.
Last but not least my gratitude for all the players who have
played a key role in making this special issue of IF HUB
a reality, both directly and indirectly. We would also
like to thank the readers for the feedback provided.

Assoc. Prof. Dr Baharom Abdul Hamid
baharom@inceif.org
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IN PERSON

ISLAMIC FINANCE
IN THE AGE
OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
by Assoc Prof Dr Eskandar Shah,
Associate Dean School of Graduates
and Professional Studies

It is in our collective interest to
reduce the dependence of so
many households and businesses
on so few institutions that engage
in so many risky activities.
MERVYN KING

Since its modern inception in the 1970s, Islamic
finance has emerged as one of the fastestgrowing segments of the global financial
system. That almost four-decades period for the
industry to establish its indelible footprint in
the international financial scene with assets
of more than USD 2 trillion held by hundreds
of financial institutions in approximately 50
economies across the globe.1 Albeit the fact
that the size of the industry remains miniscule
and dwarf by its conventional counterparts,
the narratives of Islamic finance remain
intriguing and relevance. In particular, to
address global issues such as inequality,
financial exclusion, climate change and even
intergenerational equity. The need for a better
and sustainable system is becoming even
more imperative as the complexity of these
challenges are profound and require innovative
solutions.
1 See Islamic Financial Services Board’s (IFSB) (2018) Islamic
Financial Services Industry Stability Report 2018.
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In the past, resources have been channelled to enrich Islamic financial products
that would complement, if not compete with its conventional counterparts. As
such Islamic finance particularly Islamic banking and Islamic capital market have
grown significantly over the years. With its more significant global presence today,
the focus of Islamic finance is now—or should be—shifting to proliferate its roles
and contributions in addressing the aforementioned challenges and enhancing
the economic welfare and the well-being of the society, especially in the Muslim
countries.
It is a common fallacy to envision that Islamic finance is a panacea to all malaise
of the humanity. Nonetheless taking into consideration several facts that are
paradoxical to human achievements, it is not wrong to think that an alternative
system is required. For instance, despite years of peace and economic prosperity,
extreme poverty and inequality remains profound. No doubt, the weakness or
shortcomings of the current practices could have contributed to many astounding
facts. Just to name a few, since 1990, CEO compensation has increased by 300% and
corporate profits have doubled but the average worker’s salary has increased only
by 4% (Economic Policy Institute, 2015). In fact, if the salary increment is adjusted
for inflation, the minimum wage has actually decreased. Also, in the recent past, on
average 26 rich people owned the same as the 3.8 billion people who make up the
poorest half of humanity (Oxfam International, 2019). The aphorism “ a rising tide
lifts all boats” sounds more like a myth than a solid economic argument. It is also
unsettling-perhaps shocking- to observe that despite the proliferation of financial
sectors globally, about 1.7 billion adults remain unbanked— without an account
at a financial institution or through a mobile money provider (World Bank, 2017).
One would wonder, what prevents the banking sector to include a sizable global
community and why financial inclusion remains a challenge in many parts of the
world. The fact that an inclusive society is a necessary condition to end human
misery from extreme poverty pose a serious question on the efficacy of the current
banking system.
Distressingly, these problems seems to be more pertinent in the Muslims countries
and indicate an obvious gap in Islamic finance that needs to be urgently addressed
by improving the ability to intermediate the Muslim world’s resources to meet
their own needs more effectively. The following figures depict that the share of the
population that live below the international and national poverty lines. Although in
general the statistics have improved over a long period of time, it is still worrying
for certain Muslim countries, especially the ones in Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) and Sub-Sahara.

2
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Average proportion of the population living on less than $1.90 a
day at 2011 international prices (international poverty line) (%)
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Figure 1 Proportion of population below the international poverty line (%)
This figure depicts the percentage of the population living below the international poverty line. The
'international poverty line' is currently set at $1.90 a day at 2011 international prices. Data are from
United Nations Global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Database.

Critics of Islamic finance are of the view that the less prevalence of Islamic finance
in the worldwide act of combatting these economic issues could be due to its
tendency to replicate the economics and risk profile of conventional products. While
others argue that replicating conventional products is perhaps a more pragmatic
approach in the early days to ensure the survival of Islamic finance, heavy reliance
on such approach in a long run would create a path for Islamic finance to nowhere
but convergence and the likelihood to appear trivial. The questions that remain are
why Islamic banking is not evolving and why the convergence is taking place. Is it
the failure of policy makers or the current ecosystem does not favour the practice
of true Islamic banking. No doubt, in the world where asymmetry information is
a common feature, risk sharing contracts are anathema to the role of banking as
financial intermediaries, in particular guaranteeing deposits with positive return.
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Will Islamic finance be any different in the future? I strongly believe cultivating
innovation is what it takes for Islamic finance to step out of the shadow and resolve
its own ‘crisis of identity’. Creative thought should be encouraged to accentuate
the true value-added proposition of Islamic finance, including risk-sharing, fairness,
social justice and inclusiveness. Social based institutions such Zakat and Waqf
are often repeated in the various conferences and seminars as tools to ascend
the status of Islamic Finance. Nonetheless, these institutions seems to be weak in
governance and not able to build trust as much as the banking institutions. In
fact, the isolated success of several institutions invariably depend on strong support
from government or leadership of charismatic individuals. Unlike banking system
that has evolved of the years and becoming more inclusive, social based institutions
are still primitive and operate at a very small scale. The inept of these institutions to
scale-up and replicated globally impede their acceptance and growth.
Having said that, I believe the solutions are still within our reach. As much as we
need banking system to continue plays its role in promoting growth, there is a
greater need for non-financial institutions such as Zakat and Waqf to scale up their
operation and address some of the outlined challenges. It is important that these
institutions are well accepted not only because they adhere to Islamic principles
but also due to a better and fairer business models. Nonetheless, one would argue
how smaller institutions can replicate the success of gigantic banking system.

4
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One possible way to do so is by making use of digital technology to promote its
services to a greater outreach to previously unserved and/or underserved. In the
age of technological disruption, we have seen business models in most industries
have been transmuted into platform-based services. A reliable technology not
just enhance reachability but build trust and change the precept of the users.
Technology ease scaling and replication, thus make it easier for a successful model
to be implemented elsewhere.
In a much broader set-up, venturing into digital transformation is imperative as
Islamic finance set to become disintermediated, it will help the industry’s key players
to employ different types of classical Shariah contracts including profit-sharing,
leasing and many more in designing their products and services that suit specific
customers’ financial needs best, apart from a traditional loan. As a result, Islamic
finance is able to refrain itself from being trapped in the maze of debt creation and
money lending, just like in conventional finance.
My arguments are not simply build on rhetoric as in the recent past we have seem
many cases where digital revolution have enable proliferation of new business
models. For instance, as at December 2017, there were 116 fintech companies
offering shariah-compliant products in which 21 are in Malaysia, 18 (Britain), 15
(Indonesia) and 14 are in the United State (IFN Fintech, 2017). The flexibility of
Fintech allows these firms to circumvent rigid regulatory requirements in banking
system and offers various products that cater the needs to the Islamic finance
industry. In addition, the same flexibility allows strategic collaboration between
Islamic financial institutions and technology companies in the effort to create a
fertile environment to nurture innovation in Islamic finance. In Tunisia, for example,
the Islamic Corporation for the Development of Private Sector (ICD), the private
sector arm of Islamic Development Bank Group (IsDB) in December 2018 had
partnered with a local bespoke advisory firm called I-FinTech Solutions (IFTS) to
develop financial technology (fintech) solutions that facilitate transaction of real
commodities by Islamic banks. It is anticipated that this innovative platform will
benefit the end users through reduction of cost of financial transactions with faster
execution and greater level of transparency and increase access to finance in poor
communities.
Last but not least, Islamic finance with the help of digital technology can also
capitalize on the rise of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and start-ups, which
look to tap the 1.8 billion Muslims worldwide to sell their goods. The International
Finance Corporation (IFC) of the World Bank Group has estimated a potential gap
of USD8.63bn to USD13.20bn for Islamic SME financing across the nine surveyed
countries in MENA, while only 36% of more than 160 surveyed banks in that region
had an SME offering (IFC, 2016). To fill this gap, a new digital exchange, known as
Huulk, aims at attracting listings from Shariah-compliant financial technology
start-ups. Meanwhile, in Malaysia, the Islamic Digital Economy Framework (Mi’yar)
was released by the Malaysian Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) that serves
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Finance is not inherently
elitist or an engine of
economic injustice
ROBERT J. SHILLER,
Finance And The Good Society

as a guidance for start-ups and venture capitalists who wish to understand digital
economy and available financing facilities from a Shariah point of view. The digital
economy has been identified as a key growth driver for Malaysia, contributing
18.2% to the country’s gross domestic product in 2016 (MDEC, 2018). Moreover,
Digital technology can also be a conduit for revitalizing the roles of Islamic wealth
management in modern days. For instance, Wahed Invest, a New York-based
Islamic digital wealth management company, managed to raise USD 8 million from
MENA investors through its halal and ethical online investment platform in 2018. In
addition, its robo-advisors are available to assist the investors to make investment
decisions in diversified portfolios comprising of socially responsible stocks, sukuk,
gold and other commodities in compliance with Shariah tenets.
Moving forward, Islamic finance should put an end to the imitation game and drive
innovation within itself instead. Being a follower, but not a leader, has witnessed
Islamic finance to have not had peculiar solutions to many economic problems and
social illnesses in the Muslim countries as many of us wish to see. It is now the time
that academician and policy makers to see solutions from a different lenses and
not just through the existing system.
* The author acknowledges the assistance of Nazrul Hazizi Noordin and Fatihah Ahmad Fauzi in preparing this article.
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SOCIAL FINANCE

OPINION PIECE

A REALITY CHECK:
THE SLOW PROGRESS
OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
IN ISLAMIC SOCIAL
FINANCE (ISF)

By Asst. Prof. Dr.
Ziyaad Mahomed
Associate Dean/
Director, Executive
Education &
E-Learning

It is true that significant progress in poverty alleviation and social
empowerment has been made over the last 30 years. For OIC
member states, the percentage of the population living below
the poverty line has decreased by almost half, from 41.1% in 1990
to 22.4% in 2011. However, as populations increase, the number of
people suffering from hunger, malnutrition and disease remains
considerable. The ‘OIC – 2025 Programme of Action’ stresses, in
Article 1.6, that Member States must transform their approach
through ‘effective utilization of Islamic social finance (Zakat,
Waqf) at national and intra-OIC level´ in order to address poverty.
It is quickly forgotten that the celebrated 17 social development
goals (SDG’s) were established as a result of unaccomplished
targets in the MDGs or Millennium Development Goals. UNICEF
warned at the advent of the 17 SDGs in 2015 that despite rapid
progress in poverty alleviation, the most marginalized children
in the world’s poorest populations remain so. Sub-Saharan Africa
didn’t meet the goal for extreme poverty reduction, with not a
single country achieving the goals set for maternal mortality rate
reduction. As much focus shifts to ISF, its role in reducing these
nightmarish rates has increased substantially.
Achievement of the UN SDGs within the OIC countries will require
support. Considerable support. Digital transformation of existing
methods of collection, administration and distribution of Islamic
charitable funds becomes vital.
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Recent progress in digital start-ups focusing on the social imperative has been
moving the sector forward, but it has not yet delivered on this most formidable
task. With almost 800 million people continuing to live in extreme poverty, a more
concerted effort is required. On the profit-maximization front, financial institutions
are mostly in the development stage rather than executing digital transformation.
In fact, a recent Hackett Group Report (2018) on digital transformation stated that
management expectations have not been met relative to full projected business
impact. If change has been slow where the bottom-line matters, then when will
social enterprise and charitable institutions driven by less attractive ideals become
more impacting on the SDG bottom-line?
It’s time for a reality check. Digital implementation has been successful in specific
examples but has not become universal yet, even in profit-driven business. It
has been slow for social finance – even slower for ISF. The Hackett Group report
indicates that the two most common obstacles in digital transformation for financial
institutions include:
•

An incorrect premise that digital transformation will reduce costs (rather
than increase business value); and

•

Allocated budget for transformation is a small portion of the overall IT budget
(making it tedious, a distance away from the expectation of a completely
digital world tomorrow).

Fortunately, there are initiatives that are attempting to spur change with a focus
on improving lives through enabling platforms rather than getting lost in a
gimmicky tech hype. ‘Social Finance’ for example through its ‘Digital Labs’ arm, is
building analytical tools based on protocols and standards that synthesize strands
of data to determine community needs. The result is improved services through
projects that reduce youth homelessness, for example, by providing real-time
data solutions ensuring effective placement of youth in emergency situations.
An ISF solution in Indonesia, Angsur, promotes financial inclusion by assisting
students through micro-finance based on murabaha. Angsur then removes 2.5% of
the sales margin and distributes it to orphans and the poor. Unfortunately, efforts
such as these fall within a handful of tech start-ups attempting to drive change in
ISF.
Although start-up ideas are abundant, very few have actually been implemented
or created impact in ISF. For effective and brisk digital change: integration within
existing systems becomes more urgent; regulation and policy must meet the
challenge of new solutions; government collection agencies must be ready to
embrace inevitable disclosure and transparency; and Shariah monitoring must adapt
to these changes ensuring the removal of harm and uplifting the downtrodden.
Then only will digital transformation be effective, non-discriminatory and for the
greater good. Once ISF embraces this enablement, we are sure to witness a better
world, if Allah wills.

8
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

BIG DATA
ANALYTICS
AND ISLAMIC
BANKING
Introduction
As the Fintech evolution transforms the banking
sectors worldwide, the players in the market are hardpressed to experiment the tremendous opportunities
that the application of the likes of Blockchain, Big Data
and Artificial Intelligence et cetera could have on the
financial world.
As the volume of the data continue to expand, the
possibilities that this raw data materializes in the
form of opportunities lean towards limitlessness.
Organizations such as financial institutions must be
vigilant of the prospects that such data can reveal and
the extend of leverage that they can exercise to build
insights for their consumers, products, and services.
Big data analytics have alone become the driving force
for digital innovations and transformation of banks.

By Dr Kinan Salim,
Mhd Osama
Alchaar & Neha
Sarah Noushad

With the explosion of the amount of data that has
been generated in the last decade alone encompasses
enough insights that empowers banks to predict the
future behavior of its consumers with more reliability.
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As Islamic Financial Institutions strive to adapt to the Fintech ecosystem in order to
remain relevant and competitive, the indispensable advantages that big data can
offer to the banking sector is explored in the article.

What is Big Data?
The term Big Data refers to “the use of predictive analytics, user behavior analytics,
or certain other advanced data analytics methods that extract value from large,
huge or complex data to support a level of decision making that is timely more
accurate.”
The insights and benefits that companies can derive from the available data,
and the subsequent impact it can have on the decision-making process, is more
significant than the actual size of the data.

Volume

The value and possible insights that can been derived from data is heavily
dependent on the size of the data created and stored. The size also determines
if the data in hand qualifies as “big data” or not. Companies gather data from an
array of sources such as business dealings, social media and information from
internet of things (IOT).

Variety

The kind and type of the data. Data could either structured data, taking the
form of numbers in the well-known macroeconomic datasets or unstructured
data, in the form of text, images, video or audio. In the case of unstructured
data, big data draws from these sources, and can complete gaps and missing
using data fusion.

Velocity

Generally, big data can be obtained in real-time. Data should stream at an
extraordinary speed and should be managed and analyzed regularly.

Variability

Data flows can be very erratic with periodic peaks, for instance, the trends in
social media.
There are four distinct characteristics of big data, known as the 4VsBasically, big data aims at “digging out” the valuable information that remained
untouched initially due to the absence of control they could exercise over the above
features.

Importance of Big Data:
The size and the value of data is expected to keep increasing; for instance, the value
of personal data of European citizens is expected to increase to €1 trillion a year

10
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by 2020. By leveraging big data, companies have much to gain by cutting cost,
saving time, developing products, personalizing marketing, optimizing offerings
and so forth. According to the findings furnished by a special report, a company
could witness an increased net revenue of USD 65 million by only increasing its
accessibility of data only 10%1. Big data analytics can also aid companies/banks to:
•

Detect the main causes of failures, problems and weaknesses in near-real
time.
Create marketing campaign based on the data and information about the
clients.
Produce coupons at the POS in accordance to the client’s purchasing
patterns.
Promptly recalculate risks in portfolios.
Spot fraudulent behavior in near-real time.

•
•
•
•

Big Data in Banking Sector:
Adopting the big data analytics and imbuing it into the existing banking sector
workflows is one of the key elements of surviving, prevailing and competing in the
rapidly evolving business environment of the digital millennium. Banks leverage
on Big data analytics as one of the key drivers of innovation and competition in the
industry. According to IDC’s guide on “big data and Analytics Spending” of 2016,
banks have invested over USD 20.8 billion (and is more willing to invest) in big data
analytics than in any other industry. Thus, forming a vital segment in the clientele
of big data service providers.
However, this big budget for big data analytics goes beyond enhancing the
marketing decisions and customer support system. According to the PwC Global
FinTech Report in March 2016, the investment in big data also covers risk assessment,
decision-making support system, the research for new profit opportunities,
investment in new markets, lowering time-to-market and funding the blockchain
projects among others. The chart below exhibits the current applications.
7%

6%

6%

5%

3%
16%

10%

6%
22%

3%
10%

6%

Data analytics for risk
Asset allocation automation
Digital experience with human support
Enable investments in new markets
Standardize customer experience across all points of contact
Lower time-to-market for new offerings
Alternative marketing and distribution channels
New products for traditionally unprofitable customers
Brokerage service, investment decision support
Custom investment solutions
Crowdsourcing, investment decisions
Blockchain

Figure 1 Current Application of Big data in Banking

1 https://www.dataversity.net/four-common-big-data-challenges/#
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Big Data can Help the Banks to Make Better Decisions by
identifying:
1. Client Spending Patterns:
Banks own a treasure of data that entails information about the spending patterns
of their clients. This includes the salaries and other incomes transferred to their
accounts over the years along with the part of income that is directed towards saving
accounts, term deposits and other investment vehicles. Additionally, the details of
their purchases and payments through debit/credit cards and bank transfer are
also possessed by the banks.
The data analytics experts in the banks can add macroeconomic variables and
controls for trends and seasonal changes, to draw valuable insights from the
combined dataset. These insights play crucial role in the screening process of the
clients who apply for financing and offering financing for potential prospects. These
can be used to evaluate mortgages and further as an instrumental tool in crossselling of other banking services.
2. Market Segmentation and Profiling:
Based on the abovementioned information, the bank can segment customers
based on their financial habits into accurate profiles such as “easy spenders”,
“cautious investors” or those who payback financing fast.
The data that a bank can derive from estimating income and spending of each of
its customers can help the bank in liquidity management, and consequently, profit
maximization.

12
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In this regard, classification algorithms such as neural networks or decision trees
are used to determine what content the customer may or may not be interested in.
3. Product Cross-Selling:
Data analytics can help banks to cross-sell, with more efficiency by enabling them
to approach customers with the right offers. For instance, banks could target
cautious investors with products that suit them best or can identify easy spenders
and ensure that short-term financing isn’t extended to them.
4. Faster, More Reliable Fraud and Crime Detection
By understanding the spending patterns of people, banks would be able to detect
unusual activities faster. For example, if a cautious investor who generally fulfils
payments through the debit/credit card withdraws an unusual amount of money
from ATM, it could be an indication of the card being stolen. Banks could verify by
calling the customers and confirm the transaction. Thus, data analytics could help
banks in detecting fraudulent behavior and minimize the risk.
Government agencies in Malaysia such as National Anti-Financial Crime Centre’s
(NAFCC), intent to use and analyze the big data to track the legal and illegal outflow
of money, and to identify the modus operandi and the perpetrators of financial
crime.
5. Application Screening and Credit Risk Assessment
Interpreting the spending patterns of consumers can further help banks to evaluate
the creditworthiness of customers when deciding on their financing applications.
Recent development in big data analytics support banks to make better credit
decisions using psychometrics and social media information. For instance, many
SMEs are not qualified to get financing because of their lack of collateral and low
credit rating. Big Data analytics helps bank to analyse their transactional records of
a POS machine which may help to improve their credit rating.
6. Client Feedback Analysis and product development:
The social media provides an indispensable opportunity to banks to receive/collect
feedback of their customers. Big data analytics gather the relevant data and opinions
of customers from the social media, sort them and analyze them, such that the
banks can respond in a timely and effective manner. This enables the enhancement
of the customer experience and eventually increases the loyalty towards the brand.
Banks are able to derive actionable insights from real-time social media analytics
which help them to improve their new products promptly.

Big Data analytics and Islamic Banking
For the benefit of the readers, the definition of Islamic Fintech is dissected into
three key distinctions. Islamic Fintech entails
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1.

The employment of Fintech that delivers the objective of financial inclusivity
or fulfils any financial need of the Muslim demography in the market.

2. The employment of any Fintech tools such as the Blockchain, Crowdfunding
Platform, Big Data, Machine Learning in the field of Islamic Finance
3. Expansion of digital infrastructure or any economic development around
the world through Shariah compliant Fintech fund investment
As a result, the use of big data analytics in Islamic Financial Institutions invariably
becomes a part of the larger Islamic Fintech evolution. Such analytics could aid in
the magnificent development and customization of the existing financial products
and services that are offered by Islamic banks while paving way of creating more
that adhere to the existing patterns and trends in the market.
With over 170 Islamic banks and 80 Islamic banking windows in operation,
uncovering the potential that big data and other global Islamic Fintech channels
hold shall enable the Islamic finance industry to reclaim its rightful place, inducing
undeniable competition to the conventional banks.
It is of supreme vitality, however, that Islamic banks maintains its true essence of
complying to the principles and values of Shariah, especially when conducting any
activity using the customers’ data.

Big Data and Policy Makers
Big Data analytics is garnering familiarity amongst the circles of policy makers and
regulatory bodies as well. Big data was identified to be a significant element in
policy making and supervisory processes by a survey dedicated to understanding
the role of big data in central banks. Over 60% identified big data either as a “core
input” or an “auxiliary input” in developing policies.
The use of big data at central banks have joined the ranks of mainstream activities,
with more than half of the respondents acknowledging the work of their respective
central bank in the field of big data.
In the strive to pursue the anticipated benefits that big data could have upon
the monetary policies, central banks around the world are advancing their
understanding of the same.
Some central banks are relatively new to this endeavor and thus have their
objectives immersed in research examining concepts and prototypes. While other
central banks, that possess the advantage of being more advanced in the field, are
immersed in comprehending the potential role big data could assume in policy
making.
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What does your central bank use big data for?
Forecasting

55%

Nowcasting

55%

Stress testing

42%

Anti-money laundering

32%

Fraud detection/prevention

30%

Cyber security

26%
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Source: centralbanking.com

Figure 2 What does your central bank use big data for?

Some Current Issues in Big Data
Banks must establish contingencies while using big data, from the beginning,
to avoid potential issues, especially the ones that cement existing drawbacks of
financial institutions.
1. Data discrimination
While the penetration of big data promises better user experience and the potential
for financial institutions to become superior service providers, trepidations over
data discrimination is a gigantic issue that confronts the industry. Would big data
become a more concrete barrier to inclusivity?
For example, a technology that creates a credit scores based on the insights
obtained from the social media networks of consumers, could exclude them on
the account of their social network presence existing amongst those groups who
are largely ignored by everyday lenders. Thus, further welding the disparities and
difficulties that are combated by certain factions of the society from receiving their
due service.
2. Data security
There exist multiple sources from which data is derived by enterprises. Not all of
those existing sources are reliable on the grounds of security or on the grounds of
being compliant to the organization’s standards.
Many organizations do not yet possess the means to distinguish dubious channels
of data from the genuine ones, thus increasing the risk of not detecting infiltration
of hackers and the jeopardization of available data.
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3. Inadequate Analytical Capabilities
The absence of a skilled professional to tap on big data currently in the industry is an
issue that confronts most enterprises that are dedicating themselves in developing
an effective data analysis system. This shortage poses a huge barrier currently to
“crunching numbers” and building insights. Most companies cannot afford the
expenses that training people at an entry level would entail.
Alternatively, pursuing other modes to build insights such as developing automation
solutions through Artificial Intelligence or Machine Learning too are obstructed
with the low availability of skilled manpower that eventually forced companies to
outsource to skilled developers.

Conclusion
To conclude, the promise of the furthering efficiency and effectiveness that the use
of Big Data analytics in the financial sector has resulted in financial banks embracing
Big Data analytics rapidly to discern and to forecast the financial patterns, credit
worthiness, the consumption and saving behaviors etc. of the existing clients.
Parallelly, even regulatory bodies and policy makers such as Central Banks have
adopted the dynamic use of Big Data to execute their holistic policies, along their
supervisory and regulatory work in the hope of exploring the potential for financial
inclusions and positive impacts it promises. However, the employment of Big Data
analytics is accompanied by several compelling issues that are inescapable and
requires further deliberation.
For Islamic financial institutions, leveraging on Big Data analytics would help in
the development of the existing and the creation of future Shariah compliant
products. Thus, it widely advisable for IFI, especially the Islamic Banks, to develop
the resources in terms of manpower et cetera to explore the potential that Big Data
analytics dominate such that no Islamic values pertaining to respecting others’
data and privacy are violated.
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INCEIF “ THINK TANK”

POTENTIAL
PITFALLS
AND
MINEFIELDS
WHEN ESTABLISHING
HALAL FINTECH
OPERATIONS

The tail end of the 20th century alone witnessed
the widespread use of the Automated Teller
Machine (ATM), which replicated various tasks of
a bank’s branch. More recently, the rise of mobile
application banking has allowed customer access
to banking accounts literally at their own fingertips.
With the advent of technology, many new techbased businesses try to penetrate into established
services by differentiating themselves through
various means. The unconventional methods of
Silicon Valley start-ups have witnessed the growth
of an assortment of business models which has
pushed the boundaries of creative offerings in
financial services. Consequently, Fintech solutions
have moved from once being driven by banks and
financial institutions to those being supplied by an
assortment of organizations which now include
telecommunications companies, data-processing
groups as well as social networking providers.

By Imran-Firdauz
Abu Bakar
MSc Student INCEIF
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Basic considerations on
Shariah adherence to financial
services are prohibition from
haram activities, abstinence
from usury as well as
avoidance of ambiguity (gharar)
By 2018, there have already been more than 100 Islamic Fintech available worldwide.
With this comes a question that has also been posed as an article in the 104th issue of
Islamic Business & Finance: “Is Fintech Shariah compliant?” Or in other words, has
the emergence of modern trends in technology created new Shariah challenges in
the Islamic Financial world? Basic considerations on Shariah adherence to financial
services are prohibition from haram activities, abstinence from usury as well as
avoidance of ambiguity (gharar). However, not limited to these, the objectives of
Shariah (Maqasid al-Shariah) go deeper into balancing conflicting needs, such as
how much of certainty overcomes gharar, as for example, how much uncertainty
which can arise in the delivery of online purchased items is allowed by Shariah
in a sales contract. Or when there is conflict of mafsadah (harm) and maslahah
(benefit), such as funding projects which involve in genetical research on crops or
involve unregulated pest control activities in agriculture1.
Without a holistic consideration of what is considered permissible or not, there
are bound to be cases where extrapolation of business executions of a Fintech
company appears to be permissible on the surface, but becomes questionable due
to its application, legal circumstances and the underlying trade. This also requires
judgement of the learned Islamic jurists (Fuqaha) and not mere wishful thinking of
an enterprising technologist, lest the spectre of Silicon Valley’s Theranos2 raise its
presence within the Islamic Fintech industry.

Consideration #1 : Cross-Jurisdiction Operation Reconciliation
Fintech based on crowd-funding and other similar business models provide more
accessibility to funds as well as have the potential to enable profit-loss sharing (PLS)
mechanisms. Unlike traditional investments, they reach investors worldwide without
needing their physical presence. As operations extend across communities, it should
matter how they reconcile the funding sources, operations and compensations
with the different mazhab (schools of thought) of the stakeholders. For example,
Malaysian scholars may accept Bai’ al-Dayn (debt trading) under specific controlled
conditions while most Gulf-Cooperation Council state (GCC) scholars do not. The
1 From various Shariah sources which amongst them is verse 60 in surah Al-Baqarah of the Quran, it is clear that
activities which unnecessarily and directly harm the environment are prohibited. However, even the traditional
burning of diseased crops causes environmental concerns when occurring on a large scale.
2 Theranos, a tech company aiming to return accurate medical test results in a fraction of the time in what
normally takes weeks has ben found to be fraudulent in its claims.
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reverse in acceptance is true when considering the use of Profit-Equalization
Reserves in PLS ventures. There can be other concepts which can have different
Shariah acceptance within different societies. Global projects which may have parts
of their financial operations crossing between these boundaries would require
some method of acceptance and reconciliation.

Consideration #2 : Automation & Smart Contracts
One of the advantages brought about by Fintech is the simplification of executing
processes by the end-user. Automation would mean that all steps are planned in
advance so that the execution of procedures and contracts will run automatically
in the background. Machine learning algorithms coupled with Smart Contracts
could render human intervention almost non-existent and the separation between
individual finance contracts become blurry.
A Musharakah Mutanaqisah (MM) contract for project financing may commence
by the touch of a finger on a mobile device but would the Fintech properly separate
between the multiple contracts within it during execution? Another case could be
seen in a Murabahah Purchase Order financing of machinery. If an interruption in
operations such as power failure or regulatory intervention occur before the second
sale, can the ownership properly be assigned by the Fintech platform to the correct
owner? Will this owner be able to exercise rights such as a title transfer or utilise the
assets while the financing procedure is suspended?3

Consideration #3 : The Status of Virtual Assets without Physical
Backing
Companies which develop ‘freemium’ software use a business strategy of getting
satisfied users of free software to pay for additional services. While a payment for
features will fall into the ujrah category, what happens when items of a virtual
nature is put up for sale? In an Online Role-Playing Game (ORPG), the user might
purchase virtual items, say for example a “Crimson Saloon Wagon”. While the use
of it is purely for entertainment, can the virtual item be ‘owned’ by purchasing with
real currency?
Now, imagine if in the gamification of a trading platform, there are virtual items
which grants loyal users special privileges such as trading discounts, payment
process advantages or endorsements in the form of virtual items, say a “Platinum
Trader’s Basket”. If the platform allows and encourages exchange of these
virtual items, what would be the Shariah view on trading them? Should Shariah
scholars refer to the definition of mal (wealth)? As this object would be tied to
unique software platforms that they use, any changes by the Service Provider of
the software platform can affect the function of these virtual assets. Hence, users
should be aware that they might not actually own the assets unless there is a full
transfer of Intellectual Proprietary (IP) rights. In the digital world where items can
3 A basic Shariah rule is that “goods not in one’s ownership should not be resold”.
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effortlessly be replicated, destroyed and re-created in the blink of an eye, it is easy
to confuse between one virtual object and an exact copy of it.
A much larger implication could arise if these virtual assets were regarded similar
status as with physical assets. Intangible assets have their place in Shariah and
treating them otherwise could pave the path for their utility in Commodity
Murabahah by spontaneously creating ‘high-value’ virtual assets with limitless
resources and trading them around without practically zero end-use. The mismatch
of properties between the finite, real world and the endless, virtual world could later
culminate into a global economic disaster.

Consideration #4 : Intellectual Proprietary Ownership &
Responsibilities
The concept of Intellectual Proprietary (IP) per se is inaccurately seen by most to
be a modern development from Western Civilization, and hence, some from the
Muslim world make light of it. However, the Quran explicitly denounces those who
steal, deliberately delay payment, make false claims and wrongfully withholds the
right of others, regardless of their background4. This secularized attitude towards
IP rights does not help in spreading awareness on the correct Shariah conduct
when concerning IPs. So, how should IPs be treated? Should it be similar to physical
property? Or should it be treated as work based on hired labour? Or perhaps, its
benefit should be deemed as a rental? Without according the proper rights and
obligations, a Fintech platform running hundreds of transactions per day could
be caught in a big legal mess if they are found out to be short-changing relevant
parties at a late stage.
Another major point that may be raised would be concerning responsibilities,
such as that of security. What happens when a hacking attack occurs? How would
the Fintech organisation reconcile this? Who will bear responsibility if the attack
occurred on an intermediary Fintech platform due to prior phishing activities5 on
either one or both the financier’s and the beneficiary’s side? What are the extent
of the responsibilities of the Fintech platform provider in educating both of these
customers?
The common argument in the development of automated vehicles is that when an
accident occurs due to technological shortcomings, the question arising is: who is
liable? Is it the owner or is it the manufacturer? Or is it the software development
team or maybe the AI itself as a non-person legal entity? The similar question itself
can be asked in the case of an automated financial services platform.
Other than that, when users are to utilise services online, having a lengthy
acceptance contract pop-up box filled with legal jargon can be unreasonable. This
4 Silvia Beltrametti discussed this in a paper entitled, “ The Legality of Intellectual Property Rights under Islamic
Law”.
5 ‘Phishing’ and ‘hacking’ (or more correctly ‘cracking’) are two large threats to the financial well-being of the
public. In the former, a passive approach is used to deceive parties to divulge banking account access-related
information. In the latter, active attack on network channels are done to overcome security measures.
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is akin to having legally-written documents with a lot of fine prints and may in itself
raise the question of unfairness or gharar in the execution of the contract.

Consideration #5 Rules Regarding Data Mining / Data Privacy
Recently, social media corporate Facebook has been under fire for using the data of
its users as commodity for trade6. Apple on the other hand has taken opportunity to
declare that it does not commoditise its database of users information. As Tim Cook,
Apple’s CEO stated, “The truth is, we could make a ton of money if we monetized
our customer—if our customer was our product. We’ve elected not to do that.” The
debate of trade privacy may be of a more recent idea in human civilization and the
Right To Be Forgotten (RTBF) has to be looked at from a Shariah point of view. One
of the verses in the Quran states, “Do not spy on one another” (Hujurat, 49:12) but it
mostly concerns individual rights within society. Privacy in Islam has been viewed
by scholars mostly in the context of social interaction. However, privacy in economic
activities are concerns too as it affects security and well-being of individuals, societies
and business entities.
Banking databases cannot simply use their customer base data or hand them to
third parties who can discover a customer’s identity. Agencies – public or private
– can use these data to influence, coerce or mislead them if the information is
fully exposed. A case in point would be the controversy in the US Elections which
saw President Trump being elected, where there has been accusation of private
individual information being sold and used by organizations to influence voting
tendencies. Hence, regulations have to set specific rules on data control to avoid
abuse by corporations as well as government institutions themselves 7.

Conclusion: Impact
Business strategy and operations of Fintech companies may require closer discourse
with Shariah advisors and regulators. Regulators being more pro-active can create
tensions between budding enterprises which are weary of their information and
trade secrets being exposed. Hence, the fine line balancing between encouraging
start-ups, protecting public interest and preventing Non-Shariah Compliance
– which can severely unwind a Fintech’s profits or invite litigation – is very much
needed within the industry.

Imran-Firdauz is a Master’s graduate from INCEIF who also has more than 10-years of engineering experience in the
semiconductor design industry. His experience in the field includes designing integrated circuits, semiconductor
foundry support and CAD usage for engineers.
Apart from coding in Bash, Tcl and Python, his academic papers have included research in Islamic Trade Financing,
Genetic Algorithms, and Pseudorandom Binary Signals.
Currently, he is investigating Fintech applications in Islamic Finance.
6 Facebook has been found selling personal data of its users to Cambridge Analytica in early 2018.
7 With the revelation brought about by Edward Snowden on spying of personal data by the US government, it
exposed how vulnerable the public is to being manipulated through the use of electronic personal devices.
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ASPIRATION

An Educational,
Historical and
Cultural Journey

By Siti Kholifatul Rizkiah,
Fatin Nabilah Fattah &
Sumaira Siddiky
(MIFP Student, INCEIF)
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Last semester, we were blessed to have spent
6 months in the bustling city of Istanbul. From
the beauty of witnessing the season change
from autumn and its crunchy red and yellow
leaves to the hush of the white winter snowfall,
to the various wonderful people we met along
the way and all the experiences and lessons
we gained; here we would like to give a short
recollection of our journey and express our
gratitude to INCEIF, Erasmus and Istanbul
Sabahattin Zaim Universitesi (IZU) for the
amazing opportunity.
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Skiing at
Uludağ
mountain

About Erasmus+ Program
Many of us were not aware of the
Erasmus+ Program till the day we
received the email from INCEIF student
services department, and the posters
showcased on the notice boards. When
we got to know about this programme,
it seemed that a blue ocean of
educational enhancement and selfdevelopment had been discovered.
Activities with other incoming Erasmus
students from different part of the
world

The Erasmus+ is the EU’s programme
to support education, training, youth
and sport in Europe. Its budget of
€14.7 billion will provide opportunities
for over 4 million Europeans to study,
train, and gain experience abroad. Set
to last until 2020, Erasmus+ does not
just have opportunities for students.
Merging seven prior programmes, it
has opportunities for a wide variety
of individuals and organisations. The
fund provided by them covered all our
expenses, such as one-time flight cost,
living cost, the tuition fee at Istanbul
Sabahattin Zaim University (IZU). It is
worthy of being mentioned that, the
fund does not cover the fee for the
credit transfer from the host university
(IZU) to the sending university (INCEIF).
Although it is a once in a lifetime
opportunity, still, it was challenging for
us to take up the step to apply for this
programme.
For example, Fatin had to choose
between her job and the scholarship
programme. After concluding the
whole journey, all of us would agree that
the decision was immensely rewarding
compared to the opportunity cost one
had to pay.
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The selection process was divided
into two steps: one, submitting the
CV and two, the interview. As a tip, for
preparing the CV, besides mentioning
one’s academic excellence we would
like to highly encourage to include their
mention-worthy contributions at home
country and abroad, any voluntary
initiatives should also be included. It
helps to portray one’s credibility as a
person as well as the worth of being a
representative of INCEIF.
The interview board consisted of three
members; they are, Prof. Dr Belal Ehsan
Baaquie, Assoc. Prof. Dr Mohamed
Eskandar Shah Mohd. Rasid and Mdm
Khairun Nisaa’Mohd Khairuddin. As
an advice to the following students,
we would like to say that, one must
uphold professionalism in terms of
dress code and behaviour and there is
no alternative to being confident. One
should always remember that, if we do
not value ourselves we cannot expect
others to value us. It was an intense
interview session; all sorts of questions
were asked such as, why we are
interested in joining this programme?
Why are we the ones to be chosen for
this programme? What values do we
expect to bring back to INCEIF?
Nevertheless, besides our education
what other achievements do we have
and what was the impact? We would
love to acknowledge and thank our
mentors’ contribution who helped us
to prepare to get through this rigorous
selection process. For example, Sumaira
was blessed enough to get mentored
by Assoc. Prof. Dr Aishath Muneeza.
After the selection, the first thing to
do is to fill up and sign the learning
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agreement before the mobility period.
It is an agreement among the students,
the host university and the sending
university. During this phase, one has
to select the courses of interest and get
it signed by the designated person in
charge from both universities. Then we
had to prepare to fly to the city of our
dreams, Istanbul.
The first step was to sort the visas. For
some it was easy, and for some, it was
pretty challenging. It is always necessary
to check the visa process depending on
one’s nationality. We appreciate the help
and support of both the universities to
make this plain sailing Alhamdulillah.
We would also recommend reaching
the host university at least a week
before the classes start, because, a
few processes need to be completed
during that week. For example,
registration for the courses, opening
bank accounts, documentation to
apply for a residence visa, signing the
agreement with Erasmus, applying
for the student travel pass and last
but not the least to enjoy the eventfull
welcoming week by Erasmus+. Signing
the Learning Agreement for the during
mobility period is an imperative task
during this week. This agreement is the
official document to facilitate the credit
transfer.
Once all the subjects are finalised the
agreement needs to be filled and signed
by three parties, the students, and
representatives from both universities.
The 80% of the scholarship funds will
be released right after signing the
agreement with Erasmus and opening
the bank account, and the balance 20%
is released after filling a feedback form
at the end of the semester. The whole
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Istanbul
Sabahattin Zaim
Universitesi (IZU)
library

process theoretically might sound
pretty hectic and tiresome. However,
we can guarantee in practice this was
very thrilling, and it inculcated the skills
to deal with new systems and overcome
the fear of unknown Subhan Allah.

Campus life in IZU
First off, the campus is gorgeous. It’s
huge and not squeezed to the brim
with buildings but instead has an
abundance of nature surrounding and
scattered within it with benches and
tables to sit, relax and soak it all in. The
facilities are modern (it was established
in 2010), comfortable and generally
easy to navigate.
There’s a bus stop right outside, a shuttle
service and although the city centre’s
quite a distance, all the necessities are
just a 10-minute walk or bus ride away.
The immediate problem one comes to
face is the general inability of the public
to speak or understand English and
hence our means for communication
were severely tested but have no fear

when Google translate is here to help
(that is until they reply in super-fast
Turkish and you’re lost all over again).
This was the case when we had to deal
with Student Affairs as they only had
one staff who had to juggle between
English, Arabic and Turkish to assist the
international students (yes, we hope
he’s compensated accordingly too) and
was also generally the main recurring
problem in other parts of campus
although Erasmus helped greatly
where they could.
We lived in the dorms on-campus and
the 3 of us were all in one room of a
decent-sized apartment for 7 people.
Our roommates were Sahar from
Pakistan, a sweet fun human we all
dearly miss, who despite her young
age was very mature in thought, and
Gulara from Azerbaijan who could
speak only very little English, yet she
was the one who bought baklava and
invited us all to enjoy it together with
coffee and what ensued ever since was
conversations with Google translate,
singing our national anthems, a lot
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During exam weeks, the
library was opened for
24 hours (including the
café outside with the
flavorsome and yummy
hot chocolate) so that night
owls like us could rejoice.

of body language and a whole lot of
appreciation for each other. The dorm
was safe with security ladies at the
entrance and it was cleaned almost
every day; the fees included breakfast
which was served upstairs in the
canteen and dinner from the campus
dining hall (which was upgraded to a
new fancy building just when we left).
This did make life more convenient but
also resulted in us getting pretty bored
with their menus fast and delicious as
Turkish food can be, the dorms didn’t
always have the best and the cuisine
does lack in comparison to the flavours
and options Malaysia has (We was
hardcore craving the simple joys of
life like “cempedak goreng”). We were
surprised to know that a 10 pm curfew
exists but life in the dorm was far from
dead as they conducted many classes
for languages, arts and crafts, history
and Islam and also had facilities like a
gym, a study room, washing machines
and dryers, a kitchen (though of limited
use) and an auditorium for events and
movie nights. What really topped it off
though were the caring staff – they
would arrange subsidised trips around
Turkey for international students, assist
a lot whenever we were sick and during
our midterms and finals, everyone in
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the dorm got a surprise goody pack
with coffee, chocolate and words of
encouragement; it’s these little things
that make all the difference sometimes.
Our classes were always very small,
very rarely exceeding 10 people and
a part of this could be because our
course was also offered in Turkish and
Arabic. (Hence) this resulted in very
student centric teaching and flexibility.
Our lecturers varied in their teaching
styles; from the laidback Dr. Chachi,
to the very thorough Dr. Hafsa, to Dr.
Adam’s patient care, Dr. Kahf’s tellit-like-it-is manner and Dr. Burhan’s
enthusiasm. Although INCEIF’s syllabus
and discussion are arguably richer and
more advanced in comparison, and
understandably so considering the only
recent rise of Participation Banking in
Turkey (Katilim, they call it – you cannot
openly label it as Islamic), we still learnt
a whole lot. We were exposed to Islamic
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Activities with
other incoming
Erasmus students
from different
part of the world

Finance and Islamic Economics from
different angles and learnt about their
histories. Our respect for the value of
research grew considering how the
whole ideas of IF came to form from
the writings and studies of scholars and
academicians.
It is a hopeful thought that all our
work and efforts could one day make a
change too.
Despite the small number of students
in our class , we had some really nice
classmates; Esma was the sweetest Turk
who cried when we said goodbye, Sayid
was the Indonesian who accompanied
our stress out and study sessions??,
Khadiga was the Libyan who’d cut all
our cakes and has a fun British accent,
Tahmina, the ever-resourceful Tajik who
had to translate English, Turkish and
Arabic interchangeably for everyone
on a daily basis, was always there to
lend a helping hand without a word of

complaint (she took it like her duty and
executed with ihsan) and to the rest
who made classes more colourful – we
hope we cross paths again one day.
We dedicate the entire paragraph too
as testimony of just how much we loved
it. It was situated at the end of campus
and from the huge windows you could
catch the gorgeous sunset behind a
city landscape. The library has many
private tables, an area for computers
and a post-graduate section which
are placed higher above everything
else. Hence, you would automatically
feel like you were placed higher in
the hierarchy of students (we call it
the privileged spot). The environment
was really conducive for work and WiFi was excellent. During exam weeks,
the library was opened for 24 hours
(including the café outside with the
flavorsome and yummy hot chocolate)
by Imran-Firdauz
Bakar
so that night owls like usAbu
could
rejoice.
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A seminar class about sukuk
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The ceilings are high and airy, with
modern design and everything was
kept super clean. We wished we
could read Turkish as the library has
many interesting book titles though
considerably limited English collections
There is also a library in our department
which is open 24 hours daily though
smaller still equally convenient.

and the beauty of knowledge which

The dorm life experience was new
for some of us and something we
never thought we’d return to for
others. However the memories and
relationships we fortified during this
period were something that last and
only God knows how thankful we
all were to have each other in all the
different situations we faced and how
much we could gain from one another.

the Muslim caliphate. Visiting and

These
wonderful
experiences
harmoniously blend with our many
differences made this whole journey
worthwhile.
The blessing of good
company should never be overlooked

as one of the most beautiful cities in the

really open up one’s mind and serves
as reminders to always seek it.

Life in Turkey
Istanbul is a very special city especially
for a Muslim. It once held a really
important role as the center of the
biggest empire in the world led

by

walking through the city of Istanbul is
like walking down the lane of history.
Just by hopping on a random bus trip
you can expect to pass by a number of
historical sites which have witnessed
important events in the past.
No words can do justice to truly and fully
express the beauty of Istanbul. It is not
an exaggeration when people crown it
world. The city is located at both Asia
and Europe continents and separated
by the dazzling Bosphorus strait which
you can cross easily with a ferry. It has
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Lunch with Bosphorus view

the breath-taking view of the seas and
the hills, the fascinating architecture of
mosques and palaces, the astonishing
history of old city, the exquisite modern
life, the great hospitality of the locals,
and the scrumptious delicacies, all in
one place.
Traveling in Istanbul and other big
cities in Turkey is super easy. The public
transportation is very well connecting
almost all places in the city. We could
count with one hand the number of
trips we took with taxi, because the
public transport is that good (and taxis
are just not affordable!). There are some
mobile apps to help us get around
the city. Just by putting the location
you want, it shows you the different
alternatives of public transport we
could take to reach the place.
What’s more, living in Istanbul as a
student is a blessing. There are so many
discounts and special treatments you
could get as a student. Among them

are Student Muze Kart which allows
you to enter almost all major museums
around Turkey for a year by paying only
TL20 (PS: One entrance ticket to Hagia
Sophia will cost you TL60). As students,
we are also entitled for 50% discount
for public transport and 20% discounts
for intercity trains and ferry. Another
thing you could take advantage of
as a student in Turkey is the life long
learning program called ISMEK offered
by the government. They offer free
courses of hundreds of topics from
Turkish and other languages, baking,
sewing, painting, swimming, craft, art
and many others. Each municipality
would have one center where you could
join the class.
We also had the opportunity to travel
around other cities in Turkey such as
Cappadocia, Bursa, Izmir, Pamukkale,
Eskisehir and Kars. Each of these cities
has its own charm. Siti’s personal
top favorite place was Ihlara Vadisi in
Aksaray (near Cappadocia) in the winter.
You could see a hill with caves covered
with snow and a river flowing through
the valley. The view was just magical,
surreal, and beyond description: you
must see it yourself!
Traveling in winter indeed has its own
perks especially when you visit cities
like Cappadocia and Bursa. The heavy
snow in those cities are very delightful.
However, winter in Istanbul is not always
pleasant. The days are mostly foggy and
rainy which hinder you from seeing the
full beauty of the landscape. The perfect
time to visit Turkey might be at the end
of winter to explore other cities which
have snow. Then, you should witness
the beginning of spring to spot the
astonishing tulips blossom in Istanbul.
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As if the beauty of the cities is not
enough to pamper us, the people are
very charming and hospitable. There
is always a bad apple in the bunch,
but most of the people we met were
extremely helpful and lovely. Although
they usually don’t speak a single word
of English, they will try their best to
help you by showing the way or start a
conversation with you.
Some were extra ordinarily nice. One of
our lecturers invited us for a splendid
lunch at her house. Siti bonded with
a middle aged mother, Anne Aysel
who was her Airbnb host and she gave
her two of the beautiful paintings she
painted herself as gifts. They would
shower you with the best gifts and
meals when you visit their houses, as
Sumaira delightedly experienced when
she visited her family friend Kübra.
The Turkish has a cay (drinking tea)
culture in every occasion possible.
They would drink tea when they wake
up in the morning, before and after
meals, when a guest visits the house,
conducting a meeting, and dealing
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with a customer. Basically there is no
occasion without tea. You could drink
an entire jug of tea all by yourself when
you visit them as they keep pouring
hot tea into your cup. When you refuse
another cup as your stomach started
to bloat, they would say tea does not
make you full. So be prepared.
Overall, our experiences in Istanbul were
marvelous. We don’t know whether we
will ever come back to Istanbul, but we
certainly will always smile whenever
we remember the memories and the
people we met.

No words can do justice
to truly and fully express
the beauty of Istanbul.
It is not an exaggeration
when people crown it as
one of the most beautiful
cities in the world.
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